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Consider PGpr, qnq as AGpr, qnq Y H8, where H8 is the hyperplane at infinity. The
set of directions determined by an affine point set S of AGpn, qnq is the set of ideal points
dirpSq � txP,Qy X H8 : P,Q P S, P � Qu. For a function f : Fqn Ñ Fqn the graph of f is
the affine point set Uf � tpx, fpxqq : x P Fqnu � AGp2, qnq. Assume that f (and hence Uf ) is
Fq-linear. If ` is a line through the origin, then |Uf X `| � qi, i P Z�0 . Let w be maximal such
that for each line ` through the origin either Uf X ` � tp0, 0qu, or |Uf X `| ¥ qw. By a result
of Ball et al. Fqw is the largest subfield of Fqn such that Uf is an Fqw-subspace, [1, 2]. With
G. Marino and V. Pepe we proved the following generalisation.

Theorem 1. Let U denote an m-dimensional Fq-subspace of AGpr, qnq. Let w be maximal
such that for each line ` through the origin either U X ` � tp0, . . . , 0qu or |U X L| ¥ qw.

(a) If n � m, then w | n and Fqw is the largest subfield of Fqn such that U is Fqw-linear.

If n � m then U is not necessarily linear over a larger field, but it acts similarly:

(b) If q ¥ n, then there exists an integer d ¥ w, d | n, such that dirpUq � dirpxUyF
qd
q.
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